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Teisho By Denkyo Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 

Second Day General Sesshin 

January 25, 1999 

Translator: Giko 

 

from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XX 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘There are others who give away everything as alms: their heads and eyes, marrow and 
brains, states and cities, wives and children, elephants, horses, and the seven precious things.  
But all such acts as these only cause suffering of body and mind, and instead invite future 
sorrow.  It is better to have nothing to do.  Better to be plain and simple.  Even though the 
bodhisattvas who have the completed mind of the tenth stage all search for traces of this 
follower the Way they can never find them.  Therefore it is said: All the devas rejoice, the gods 
of earth clasp his feet in adoration, and of all the Buddhas of the ten directions there are none 
who do not praise him.  Why is this so?  Because the man of the Way who is now listening to 
my discourse leaves no trace of his activity.” 

 
 As I have been saying the last two teishos this is a part that is very easy to 

misunderstand, it is very easy to make a mistake about what Rinzai is trying to say, so it is 

necessary for you to be very careful when you listen to teisho.   

 And previously Rinzai had spoken about the fact that in general people think that by 

doing the six paramitas and the ten thousand practices, in other words by practicing the six 

paramitas of dana/giving, sila, patience, effort, meditation, and wisdom that completes 

Mahayana Buddhist practice.  Mahayana Buddhism says that if you practice these six 

paramitas, if you really put them into practice, then without fail you will manifest the sixth one, 

the paramita of perfect wisdom.   

 Of course, especially for you people who are wearing the koromo it is very important for 
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to understand these six paramitas of giving, sila, patience, effort, meditation, and wisdom.  

And if you practice all six of these then it is said that you will practice the perfect, complete 

paramita. 

 But then Rinzai comes up and says no matter how much you practice these six 

paramitas, if you still have an “I am” self they will be totally useless.  Rinzai is very clear about 

this and says no matter how much you study, and no matter how much you do things that 

impress other people, if you are still standing upon the perspective of the “I am” self, then you 

are still a person who is being controlled by the activity of karma. 

 When people are young they seem to be satisfied with the kind of thinking that if they 

just do what is good then the people around them will acknowledge their goodness. And we 

could call that kind of thinking shallow thinking, or warm thinking, but that is the kind of 

thinking young people are usually satisfied with.   

 And it is fine to think in this way, it is fine to think “If I just do good things, and help 

other people then God will know me.”  There is nothing wrong with that kind of thinking.   

 But Rinzai says that kind of thinking is founded on an unconditional recognition of the “I 

am” self, and the sort of people who think like that are going to always be controlled by the 

activity of karma.   

 And in this part Rinzai says, “There are others who give away everything as alms: their 

heads and eyes, marrow and brains, states and cities, wives and children, elephants, horses, 

and the seven precious things.  But all such acts as these only cause suffering of body and 

mind.”  You give away things like your head and your eyes, and your actual brains, and your 

home you live in, your country, and not just that, your wife and your child, but this will only 

cause you suffering of body and mind.  

 There is a Buddhist Sutra, ShinChiKanKyo which explains Mahayana Buddhism, and it is 

about the contemplation of the activity of mind.  I always say that the thing which forms your 
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self is the activity of mind.  And this sutra asks us to contemplate that activity of mind.  And 

what Rinzai is talking about here is from that sutra.  And in this sutra they thoroughly teach us 

to practice dana, to practice the activity of giving and donating.  And in this contemplation of 

the mind ground sutra it asks us to give away absolutely everything that we have.  We have to 

give our heads and eyes, our brains, and all of our property including the place we live, our 

countries and our homes, and not just that, we have to give away our wife and our children, 

and various precious things.  It is only when we throw  awayeverything that we can manifest 

the complete self.  And only when we have thrown awayeverything that we have can we 

manifest true love.  That is the teaching of the contemplation of the mind ground sutra.  It is 

says that then finally the true self will be manifest.  

 If you love your imperfect “I am” self, if that imperfect “I am” self is holding on to 

anything, there is no way you can manifest true love. 

 When a woman gives the only thing she has to a man, and a man gives the only one 

thing that he has to a woman, then, if it is true giving, then there is nothing left.  There is 

nothing as wonderful as that.  There cannot be anything more noble, anything more precious 

or wonderful than this because you completely give yourself, you completely throw yourself 

away, and there is nothing left of you.  And then in the contemplation of the mind ground 

sutra it says only then can true love, can the true self, can the true paramita be manifest.   

 And that manifestation of true love is what brings salvation to the imperfect self, and so 

it is natural that everybody is yearning after that.  But as long as you have an “I am” self then 

all that you could be trying to do is to use the activity of love for yourself.   And that is truly 

shameful and disgraceful.  That is not true love.  If a man is just using a woman, or a woman 

just using a man, that could never be true love.  When true love is experienced then the “I 

am” self is totally gone.  And that is when the state where thought isn’t necessary is manifest.  

But if you are trying to escape from thinking, and you use love as a toy to try to help you escape 
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from thinking, it is never going to become true love.  That is what Rinzai is trying to say.  

When true love is manifest and the “I am” self is completely gone then there is no suffering.  

 But Rinzai says that if your standpoint is the standpoint of affirming the self, and from 

that standpoint of self affirmation you play at love, you make a game of love, then it will only 

cause you suffering of body and mind.  

 We have all kinds of problems.  Problems like “I want to break up with you.  I want to 

separate from you,” and “I don’t want to break up with you.”  That is why Rinzai is saying that 

if you are standing up on your “I am” self, and making a game out of love, then it will only bring 

you suffering. Clearly Rinzai says that if you play around at love,  like a child playing with a toy, 

then you are just inviting the result of suffering.  The translator couldn’t translate just now 

because he was all tied up by this idea of “separating or not separating,” (but actually it was 

because “to understand” and “to separate” sound almost identical).  Because he is already in 

his “I am” self.  If you don’t attach to your “I am” self then true love will always be with you.  

But the moment the “I am” self is there, then true love is already broken.   

 That “I am” self which is manifest when true love breaks open will suffer if it attaches to 

itself.  If the “I am” self, which inevitably, always, will be manifest, doesn’t attach to itself, 

then there is no suffering, then even in separation there is joy.  When you drink a cup of 

coffee or tea in the morning with your spouse then it is enjoyable, even though you are 

separate from each other.  But if you are drinking your coffee, and you’re thinking, “My wife 

probably has another boyfriend somewhere,” or “My husband probably has another girlfriend 

somewhere,” then the coffee doesn’t taste good.  If I go that far to say all that, I hope you can 

understand.   

 But if you manifest your “I am” self without attaching to it, then that is joy.  All Rinzai is 

saying is that when you attach to your “I am” self inevitably the result will be suffering.  There 

is no way for the “I am” self to be saved from the “I am” self other than to manifest true love.  
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When you manifest true love then you are free from your “I am” self.  That is why I always say 

there is nothing more noble than true love.   

 But what I have been saying is that if stay in your “I am” self, and try to manifest love 

from the perspective of a fixated “I am” self then it just becomes a game.  Then you are using 

love as a toy.  All of you, I ask you to please make efforts so that you can come to be able to 

manifest true love.  Try hard, make an effort so that people won’t say to you that you don’t 

understand true love. 

 But no matter how much you manifest true love, and are saved from your imperfect self 

another result will be manifest.  What result?  Why?  Because  a child will be born.  

Everyone wants to manifest true love, but because the result is the birth of a child, loving 

relationships become unappealing to people.  Or people start thinking that even though they 

are in a loving relationship they must make sure a child is not born.  This is the way the “I am” 

self has come to think.   

 But both mother and father will come to perceive the child as themselves, and so when 

the child is born the reality is that happiness grows for the couple.  Within the life of a couple, 

without fail, through true love, a child will be born.   

 But men often say, there are a lot of guys that say, “The reality is when a child is born it 

is a big hassle.  It’s just a lot of trouble.”  But there are other people that say, “There is 

nothing happier than the birth of a child.  When a child is born I am filled with energy, and I 

can work more than ever.”   

 Then he talks about, “nothing to do.”  That means that there is no suffering, but how 

can we really understand this “nothing to do.”  When you look upon the child you have to be 

able to understand it as “no problem,  nothing to do.”  It seems as if for young people these 

days no matter how much you listen to teisho you cannot really arrive at this understanding.  I 

don’t think it is rude to say that young people these days seem to think that it would be better 
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not to have children.  These days, even when a child has been already born in a woman’s belly 

young people end up throwing that child away.  So I don’t think it is at all overstating the fact 

to say that young people these days cannot understand this part of the Rinzai Roku. 

 But there are different situations and conditions, and so if you are trying to live in this 

human social world I guess there are times when, looking from the human perspective, maybe 

it would be better not to give birth to the child.  But when you look at things from the 

perspective of the Dharma activity it is all no problem, it is all nothing to do.  To give birth to a 

child is nothing to do.  There is nothing noisy or troublesome about it.  It’s just nothing to do, 

no problem. 

 And then he says just the same thing again in a different way, “Better to be plain and 

simple.”  When he says plain and simple, pure and nothing complicated, it is the same thing as 

manifesting true love, it is the same thing as manifesting the perfect paramita. 

 When you first start studying Zen in this tradition of Tathagata Zen you are told by your 

senpai that there are six important books, six important chapters that have been left for us, and 

that you should study them.  Everybody wants to have knowledge, every one wants to know 

things.  And so for people who want to study Zen and first want to understand Zen from the 

standpoint of knowledge or knowing the recommended thing to read is Bodhidharma’s 

“Shoshitsurokumonshu, 少室六門集, The Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi Mountain 

(Shao-lin temple’s mountain.  The six chapters are the Shinkyo-ju, Haso-ron, Nishu-nyu, 

Anjin-homon (安心?), Gosho-ron (五障？), and Kechimayku-ron.)  But my teacher didn’t tell 

us about these six books, and so I think we had a really hard time studying Zen.  We had to 

really struggle.   And it wasn’t until it was the time in my practice where I had to write a 

discourse, an essay explaining my understanding, kakiwake (書き訳?) that I was told about The 

Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi Mountain, and I was told I should use them as a 
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reference in order to do my own writing.  And I feel deeply that especially in America where 

we don’t have any foundation of Buddhism it is very important for people to study The 

Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi Mountain.  So, if there is time I would like to lecture on 

The Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi Mountain for all of you.   

 We are told that it was Bodhidharma that wrote these six books.  In Tathagata Zen 

when we see Shao-Shi mountain we understand it to mean Bodhidharma.  But actually that is 

wrong.  He wouldn’t have written them.  Everybody knows that it was really his disciples 

that wrote them, and said that he had written them.  And I know that Rinzai has stolen almost 

everything he is saying here from The Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi Mountain.  We 

have some time today so I’ll read something from it.  I wonder what is in here anyway?  

(Roshi opens The Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi Mountain).  One of the six books is 

called The discourse of the blood lineage.  (Roshi reads, ) “Sangaino kokiga onajiku ishhin ni 

kissu 三界の興起が同じく一心に起する.  Everything that happens in the three worlds 

arises from one mind.”  The first thing that is written in this chapter is that this world is 

comprised of the three worlds of desire, form, and formlessness.  Buddhism always says this.  

But when Zen talks about the three worlds it names them past, present, and future.  If you 

talk about it it gets difficult, but anyway here it says that all of those three worlds are brought 

into being in the same way, are unified by the same activity of mind.  And then he goes on and 

says lots of and lots of different things at great length, and what I read today from the Rinzai 

Roku, Rinzai has taken some of this stuff that was in the blood lineage discourse and used it.  

And at the very end he says, “Activity is Buddha.  Movement is Buddha.  There is no Buddha 

apart from activity.”   

 And that activity he is talking about is of course the activity which makes everything, the 

Dharma activity.  And then he says if you haven’t experienced the Dharma activity then 

everything is delusion.  He says that if you haven’t had kensho into the Dharma activity, if you 
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haven’t caught the experience of the Dharma activity for yourself then there is no benefit in 

doing anything.  Whether it is chanting mantras (nenbutsu), or sutras, or eating meals, or 

keeping the sila; none of it is beneficial.  But without reading books like this it is just not 

possible, I don’t think, to really understand Zen from an intellectual point of view, from the 

point of view of knowing Zen.   

 Then he talks about the bodhisattvas of the tenth stage.  There are ten levels, ten 

ranks of bodhisattva.  From the time you are born until you manifest perfection there are ten 

different stages.  And when it comes to studying these ten different stages in detail, that kind 

of study is not really the realm of Zen, but the realm of scholars.  But Rinzai says that if you are 

attached to these ten stages of the bodhisattva there is no way that the true self, there is no 

way that true prajna will be manifest.  You can’t attach to anything.  The moment a 

bodhisattva attaches to anything it is not a bodhisattva anymore.  You have resolved to 

become a bodhisattva.  With that strong determination you are practicing walking the 

bodhisattva Way.  But if you are attached to anything there is no possible way to march along 

the road of the bodhisattva. 

 And then he says that whether it is the gods of heaven or the gods of hell, everybody 

will rejoice in seeing this activity that doesn’t attach to anything.  That is true.  Because what 

he is talking about is manifesting true love.   

 And then the next thing he says is also taken from a sutra, and he talks about the 

Buddhas of the ten directions taking their hands and clasping the feet of this condition, and 

praising it.  We’re told that when one of Shakyamuni’s disciples (Shibodai) sat in zazen, 

flowers fell from heaven, and birds came bringing flowers to him in their mouths.  And then 

Buddha came and asked the disciple doing zazen, “Do you know why these auspicious omens 

are occurring?”  Shibodai said, “Miracles are not miracles.  There is nothing amazing about 

it.”  And then the story goes that these kind of auspicious omens stopped.  The flowers 
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stopped falling from heaven, and the birds no longer brought flowers to him in their mouths.  

When you have something unusual or amazing happen to you then you all think, “This is 

amazing!  This is so mysterious!”  and you are very impressed, but Buddhism says that there 

is nothing mysterious or unusual ever.  When you haven’t manifested perfect wisdom, when 

you haven’t seen the complete Dharma activity, then you will end up seeing things you think 

are mysterious or unusual.  If you haven’t practiced to this point you haven’t really practiced.  

But to get there you really have to practice hard.  If you are just using love as a toy it is totally 

stupid.  It is totally a waste of time.  You have to take responsibility for your love.  If you 

totally take responsibility then nothing will be mysterious or unusual to you anymore.   

 People these days have been educated to fulfill their responsibility, to really take 

responsibility, and so they are serious, and work seriously for us.  And that is fine, but when it 

comes down to your actual personal life you don’t seem to be able to be severe with yourself.  

You end up looking at yourself, facing yourself, and just tricking yourself, deceiving yourself.  

You are making a fool out of your own self.  You have to be severe with yourself.  Wars and 

disputes naturally will cease if we all are severe with ourselves.   

 So now is the conclusion (even though today my voice is hard to hear I think).   Now 

you bodhisattvas, you people of the Way who are now listening to my dharma.  What are you 

going to use this listening you are now doing for?  There is no other thing to do than to keep 

moving forward and further forward.   What he says is that you are listening to teisho now, 

but there will be no trace of you listening to this teisho.  If you attach to teisho then you will 

have questions, “I want to listen to that one again.”  Or “What about that,” and so forth.  

These days there’s this thing going around about making some teisho tape, and it’s really a 

drag.  If there is any trace of a teisho it is not a teisho anymore.  Teishos march forward, and 

further forward.  There is no past when it comes to teisho.  Future also is gone.  Even in the 

old days it has always been said that teishos are not things to be written down. 
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 When he says, “Now, listening, followers of the Way” what he is saying is that you 

people who are now listening to this talk are walking the bodhisattva Way, you are 

bodhisattvas practicing the great vehicle. 

 What kind of a place is it that you are listening to teisho in?  This world of the three 

worlds of desire and form and formlessness, of past, present, and future, what kind of a world 

is it?  Whatever kind of world it is, that’s fine, it doesn’t really matter, because when you 

totally listen the world is gone, past, present, and future are gone. 

 You can’t see your true home.  The moment you are thinking “This home is my home,” 

and thinking about it, it is not your true home anymore.  You are in the imperfect thinking self.   

 This whole part of the Rinzai Roku from the part where he talks about the six paramitas 

and the ten thousand practices up until this part here we did today is really nothing, there is 

nothing at all hard about it, but it seems hard.  I might be able to give teisho on this part 

again, but today at least in a way, temporarily, let’s say that we got to the end of it. 

 And about that book I was talking about, The Collection of the Six Gates of Shao-Shi 

Mountain by Bodhidharma; there is a lot in here, and I think really Americans should study this.  

So let’s think about how to do it. 

 

終 

the end 


